The following actions should be considered to protect your water lines during the cold weather months:

- Repair broken windows and ensure eaves/attics are closed during the winter.
- Insulate water pipes in unheated areas, including crawl spaces.
- For sites located against a non-insulated outside wall:
  - Open the only door to allow warm air to reach the water pipes.
  - A trip line placed near the water pipe may genstake enough heat to keep the water flowing.
- Keep heater vents unobstructed so the pipe may keep the pipe from freezing.
- A radiant of mobile homes should check the condition of the heat tape on their water service and water meter.
- If a heated overflow water main with an insulated box and water pipes should be expected in utilization using heat tapes.

### COMMUNITY ACTION LAB

**PLEASE REGISTER AT:**

strontowns.org/medicine-hat

And also learn more about the Community Action Lab.

### GAS, ELECTRIC, WIND ENERGY RATES OF TRANSITION

**March 2023**

| City of Medicine Hat - Regulated non-contract | $5.218 |
| City of Medicine Hat - Regulated Rate Option Stability Act through Bill 2: Inflation Relief Act, 2022 (the RRO) | $6.607 |
| City of Medicine Hat - RRO (the price for the forecasted volume) | $4.336 |

The January variable contract offering is based on the AECO (Alberta Energy Company) average market reference price plus $1.00 per GJ. The rate for February will be released March 1, 2023.

### Electricity - Residential, Farm, Small and Medium Businesses

The February electricity default regulated rate (RRO) for Residential, Farm, Small and Medium Commercial, Unmetered Services and Rental Lighting Customers is based on the Monthly Average Alberta Power Pool (MAPP) price for the forecasted volume.

### Electricity - Large Commercial, Industrial and Street Lighting Customers

The February electricity default regulated rate (RRO) for Large Commercial, Industrial and Street Lighting Customers is based on the Monthly Average Alberta Power Pool (MAPP) price for the forecasted volume.

### Electric Outages

For more information, please contact the City Clerk Department – 403.529.8220.
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- Water & Sewer Emergencies ................................... 403.529.8342
- After Hours Special Services ..................................... 403.529.8260
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### Water and Sewer Emergencies

- Electric Outages ....................................................... 403.529.8260
- Water & Sewer Emergencies ................................... 403.529.8342
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### After Hours Special Services

- Electric Outages ....................................................... 403.529.8260
- Water & Sewer Emergencies ................................... 403.529.8342
- After Hours Special Services ..................................... 403.529.8260

### The February natural gas default regulated rate (RRO) is $5.218 per GJ, down from the previous month of $5.165 per GJ. This rate is based on the weighted average 125-day buying window price for the forecasted volume.

The first-quarter fixed contract natural gas commodity offering is $6.567 per GJ. Customers who sign a fixed contract between March 1 and March 31, 2023, are guaranteed this fixed rate for at least 12 billing cycles (months).

### The February natural gas default regulated rate (RRO) is $5.218 per GJ, down from the previous month of $5.165 per GJ. This rate is based on the weighted average 125-day buying window price for the forecasted volume.

The first-quarter fixed contract electricity commodity rate offering is $1.17202 per kilowatt hour. Customers who sign a fixed contract between March 1 and March 31, 2023, are guaranteed this fixed rate for 12 billing cycles (months).

### The February natural gas default regulated rate (RRO) is $5.218 per GJ, down from the previous month of $5.165 per GJ. This rate is based on the weighted average 125-day buying window price for the forecasted volume.

The first-quarter fixed contract electricity commodity rate offering is $1.17202 per kilowatt hour. Customers who sign a fixed contract between March 1 and March 31, 2023, are guaranteed this fixed rate for 12 billing cycles (months).

### Diverse Towns, Strong Towns

Strong Towns President Charles (“Chuck”) Marohn will be giving a presentation entitled Strong Towns: A Bottom-up Revolution to Rebuild American Prosperity, live at the Esplanade Arts & Heritage Centre in Medicine Hat.
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